McCloskey Coal Report

Access a single source of benchmark pricing and informed market analysis for international coal

The McCloskey Coal Report is a bi-weekly review of the metallurgical and steam coal industry worldwide, providing critical analysis of the seaborne trade unavailable from daily news sources.

Market Challenge

Credible information on thermal coal, coking coal and pet coke is hard to gather in a single format that helps buyers and sellers make decisions. Spot pricing assessments for these commodities are available but scattered among separate reports that are costly to gather and don’t place market intelligence into analytical context.

How We Help

The McCloskey Coal Report provides a fortnightly view of the global coal market that brings together news, prices and market intelligence into one comprehensive publication, adding reliable analysis and unique insight from coal market experts.

Features

— Comprehensive list of benchmark coal indices, freight rates and swaps
— Critically researched reports on coal markets with individual commentary on specific spot and term deals
— Detailed import/export statistics
— Updates on global M&A
— Analysis of electricity and carbon markets
— Real-time alerts delivering market-moving news
— Weekly (Friday) fax news digest with time-sensitive data

For a FREE trial, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000, email energysales@opisnet.com